Secure third party access

Rapidly connect and segment any device, anywhere in the world
THE PROBLEMS HOLDING YOUR BUSINESS BACK
Many organizations have an extensive supply chain that need access to systems, machines and devices on your
network, whether it’s to an application or to troubleshoot equipment in your facility. Since access is not as simple
as ‘on’ or ‘off’, it’s no small task to provide secure network access, especially as vendors, contractors and suppliers
come and go.
To protect against security threats, best practices is to segment connectivity, but it’s difficult to achieve with current
technologies available. Often times, security stops at the edge of the network, not down to the individual host or
service. Connections are secure until they get to the edge of the network, then a patchwork of VLANs, Access
Control Lists, routing rules, firewall policies, and other technologies are applied. Not only is this complex and tedious
to maintain, but it’s not scalable and prone to human error, weakening your organization’s security posture.

IDENTITY-DEFINED NETWORKING (IDN): THE WAY FORWARD
Tempered Networks trusted Identity-Defined Networking solution solves the problem of secure and segmented third
party access. With our modern networking architecture based on cryptographic identities, it’s now easier than ever
to give specific devices and individuals access to the right resources, down to a specific device, without having to
worry about complex VPN configurations or VLANs.
Significantly reduce your CapEx and OpEx by automating network policies and segmentation, and eliminating
unnecessary spend on manual, error-prone tools. With our powerful orchestration engine, you’re able to significantly
reduce the time required to connect or revoke access to the network, by as much as 90 percent, even with
thousands of devices and systems to manage.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR YOU?

Simple

Rapid 3-click network
provisioning &
revocation

Flexible

Global connectivity &
mobility for any
device

Secure

Safeguard assets with
unbreakable segmentation
& cloaking

To learn more about how Tempered Networks can be the solution for you, request a demo today!
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